EZPull Instruction Trap / Wobble Trap (Pay per Round (25 targets))

1. If the unit is in sleep mode when you arrive at the shooting area, wake up machine by placing your card in front of the card slot or push any of the target buttons.

2. Hold the card at least 1” in front of the card slot and press the [1] key to log on. When all members of the squad have logged on, press the [1] key (no card) to start the round. The display shows used targets (count up) and targets balance (count down). To add more targets during the round, log in with a card and then press the [1] key to resume.

EZPull Instruction Sporting Clays / Introductory Stations

1. If the unit is in sleep mode when you arrive at the shooting area, wake up machine by placing your card in front of the card slot or push any of the target buttons.

2. Place card in slot on the front panel under the keypad
   a. You will see your balance and targets used.
   b. Every target released is immediately counted off the balance on the card.

3. **Shooting Solo, before placing the card in the slot**, press any one of the [2] [3] [4] keys on the Target Manager’s keypad for the delay you want. Then place card in slot.
   a. Targets are the same as below except you will have your delay you chose. If you want Following or Report pair, push 2 of the target buttons you want in sequence you want to shoot.
   b. True Pair – Push the center TP Button, the 2 target buttons you want for your presentation [1-A] [2-B] [3-C] [4-D] and then the center TP button again.
4. You are able to shoot any combination:

a. Singles – push the target button [1-A] [2-B] [3-C] [4-D]
b. Report Pair – push one target button and then the other target button on the sound of the shot. [1-A] [2-B] [3-C] [4-D]
c. Following Pair – push one target button and then push the other target button. [1-A] [2-B] [3-C] [4-D]
d. True Pair – Press the two target buttons you want for that pair or – if Solo Push the center TP Button, the 2 target buttons you want for your presentation [1-A] [2-B] [3-C] [4-D] and then the center TP button again.

If any problems, call: 480-984-3724 / 480-984-9610